Experiential Learning Technology

Try any of the following cleaners to remove dirt stains from Baby’s vinyl:
For Best Results
 Goop® Hand Cleaner with Pumice
 GoJo® Orange Pumice Hand Cleaner
 Mr. Clean® Magic Eraser*
 Acne Cream**
Alternatives
 Baking Soda
 Tech Cleaner
 Soft Scrub® Cleanser without bleach Oxi Clean
 Mild Dish Soap
 All-purpose cleaner
 Rubbing alcohol
* First, wet the eraser with water, and then squeeze out the excess. It should be a little damp for use. Excess water is
squeezed out so that it doesn't end up on other surfaces. Next, gently rub the eraser on the surface to remove tough
dirt and grime.
** Place a small amount of Clearasil Acne Cream-10% Benzyl Peroxide on the stain area. Place in full sunlight for 1-3
days. Baby must be in full sunlight for acne cream to be effective. Wash stained areas with a combination of Goop® or
GoJo® and water.
We have found NO effective product to remove ink stains from Baby’s vinyl.
Depending on the type of cleaning that needs to be done, you may use a green kitchen scrubby or the equivalent to rub
the cleaner on the stain. You can then remove the cleaner with a damp cloth.
IMPORTANT: Do NOT use any cleaners or scrub pads on Baby’s painted areas, including head, lips and cheeks. Use only a
mild soap and water solution and soft cloth on these areas.
Baby’s skin stains easily and soaks up inks and dyes. Keep the following items away from Baby’s skin to prevent stains:
 Newsprint and other printed materials
 New, unwashed clothing- especially jeans, sweatshirts and fleece
 Pens and markers

Baby’s diapers can be machine washed in cold gentle cycle and tumble dry low. We recommend line drying to prevent
wear and tear.
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